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A NAIOP New Jersey panel discussion focused on new sectors in real estate such as higher education. - (JOSHUA BURD) 

For an event focused on real estate, the program touched on everything from health care and higher education to 

arts and entertainment. 

But that was by design for NAIOP New Jersey, which sought to highlight how those sectors are now driving 

development in the Garden State. That was the focus of a panel discussion hosted Monday night by the industry 

organization, one that drew dozens of attendees to Maritime Parc in Jersey City. 

The event highlighted entities beyond the traditional office, industrial, retail and residential users that have long 

fueled that real estate industry. Chief among them are institutions such as Rutgers University, which is the midst 

of a $330 million, 800,000-square-foot redevelopment of its College Avenue campus in New Brunswick. 

The first piece of the project for Rutgers, a 600-bed residential honors college, will open Aug. 15 and give way 

to other phases, such as a new academic building and apartments for students. Christopher Paladino of the New 

Brunswick Development Corp., or Devco, which is spearheading the development, said itôs needed to ñre-

establish the center of the universe being New Brunswickò after many years of Rutgers expanding in suburban 

sites such as Piscataway. 

For students, it was about transforming a tired campus into ñthe place that all of them had options to goò and 
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ñWe really think that it is a holistic approach,ò said Paladino, Devcoôs president. ñWe donôt even need to attract 

students from other parts of the country. If we kept the best students from New Jersey in our cities, it is going to 

pay a vast dividend to those cities and the real estate industry and culturally, in general.ò  
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